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BOS 9/15/15, Agenda #30, Tribal Gas Station & Retail Project
1 message
Jeannette Maynard <jeannette.maynard@yahoo.com>
Man, Sep 14, 2015 at 3:27PM
Reply-To: Jeannette Maynard <jeannette.maynard@yahoo.com>
To: Ron Mikulaco <bosone@edcgov.us>, Shiva Frentzen <bostwo@edcgov.us>, Brian Veerkamp
<bosthree@edcgov.us>, Micheal Ranalli <bosfour@edcgov.us>, Sue Novesal <bosfive@edcgov.us>, EDC COB
<edc. cob@edcgov. us>

Dear Supervisors:
I am extremely concerned that the Tribe's planned
commercial venture (gas station, car wash, market, etc) in
Shingle Springs will bring crime, traffic, and pollution to the
area. At the very least, please contact the Federal
Government and demand a full environmental review of their
proposed gas station.
I drive by the property every day at least twice. I see that the
Tribe has posted an application for a liquor license on the
property. Can you contact the state government about this?
For instance, is it legal to sell liquor so close to two
elementary schools?
My understanding is the Tribe promised to use this land for
six homes for the tribe, and NOT a commercial venture. The
"fee to trust" application was approved on their promise.
Obviously, the Tribe has no intention of keeping their
promise. This is wrong, wrong, wrong. Please contact the
Federal Government (the BIA) and tell them they are NOT
keeping their promise.
The RedHawk Casino Tribe is not being good neighbors right
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now -- directly across the street. They have been a nuisance
to the neighbors for months and months with their loud and
dangerous Gun Range and loud and dusty MotoCross. The
property values in the neighborhood have gone done
substantially because of the Tribe's activities. Their quality of
life has been compromised. It is quite clear the Tribe does
not NOT care about the neighbors.
The RedHawk Casino Tribe is not being good neighbors
again --with this proposed commercial venture. This project
is unneeded. We have plenty of gas stations, markets, liquor
stores, and car washes in the Shingle Springs/Cameron Park
area (and these tax paying businesses will greatly suffer if
the Tribe gets their way and builds this project).
We need our Supervisors to protect us. Protect our taxpaying businesses. Protect our community. Please do
something.
Respectfully,
Jeannette Maynard
El Dorado County resident
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